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Making a difference…………
Autism Guernsey LBG was registered in Guernsey
in September 2012, and was set up to meet the
needs of individuals in the Island of Guernsey
affected by Autism Spectrum Condition (ASC).
Autism Guernsey’s committed team of professional
staff, directors, advisors, volunteers and fundraisers
are dedicated to making a difference and improving
the lives of those on the spectrum. This not only
includes individuals diagnosed with the condition,
but anyone in Guernsey whose life is impacted by
autism.
Our aim is to ensure those with autism are able to lead full, positive and inclusive
lives and enjoy a reasonable degree of independence.
We seek to share our knowledge and expertise with parents, carers and other
professionals in order to support the development of skills and strategies needed to
provide the best care and support for people with autism.

Our Values


To provide high quality, professional services and support



To create an empowered, knowledgeable and connected autism community



To promote joint working initiatives across statutory, charity, private and voluntary
bodies including policy development

What Impact has Autism Guernsey had?
2018 has been a productive year for Autism Guernsey, with many new initiatives,
training programmes, activities and a variety of fundraising events, all of which have
helped to have a positive impact on individuals and families in the local community
affected by autism.
Autism Guernsey delivers a range of services and support groups for adults and
children on the spectrum and their families. These range from clubs and groups,
enabling children and adults to take part in activities they might otherwise find
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difficult to engage in, to a personalised Outreach Service for people who need
support in the community and are unable to access this through other agencies.

Our Year in Numbers

113
Children’s
group sessions
???????

26+ receiving
1:1 Outreach
Support at any
one time

100+ GAP
contacts &
drop-ins

111
40 new
Referrals

16 Fundraising
events & activities
organised by/for
Autism Guernsey

Resources
loaned

Meet the Team
Julia Watts, Services Manager
Anne Blondel, Adult Support Coordinator
Katie Sweeney, Family Support Worker
Martine White, Family Support Worker
Kelly Fay, Training Facilitator
Simon Harvey, IT Consultant/Trainer
Mandy Morris, Office Manager
We also have a number of additional volunteers and fundraisers.
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Highlights of Our Year
BBC Children in Need Funding
We were delighted to receive the fantastic news that BBC Children in Need had
granted us another three years of funding for two part-time Family Support Workers.
These members of staff provide invaluable support for children and young people
under that age of 18 with autism, together with their families.
On that basis Martine White joined the Autism Guernsey team and started her new
role as a Family Support Worker in September.
Socialeyes Programme
On Tuesday 17 July 2018 Autism Guernsey’s Adult Socialeyes group received certificates and
personalised key rings to mark the completion of the twelve week course.
The course facilitators Anne Blondel and Simon Harvey felt that the group achieved new
skills throughout the course and were able to demonstrate this through practical sessions as
well as the format that the Socialeyes takes.
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Attention Autism Programme
A member of staff qualified as an Advanced Practitioner and obtained a qualification
and licence to run Attention Autism Workshops to professionals and parents in
Guernsey.
In the autumn, Kelly delivered part one of the Attention Autism training to the Speech
& Language Service and also to the Early Years Practioners. Attention Autism is a
fantastic teaching method which encourages children with autism to focus on and to
follow an adult led agenda. She will be delivering the second part of the training to
SALT on 28th January. The course for the Early Years Practitioners has been oversubscribed so she will continue to work with them in the spring and summer.

Autism Sports Training
In June Autism Guernsey received a grant to bring over
an NAS Autism Sports Trainer from the UK. The
course was delivered to sports and physical activities
professionals, including teachers, and provided a
comprehensive introduction to the autism spectrum
focusing on the delivery of sport and physical activity.

Government House Charity Fete
We had a great afternoon, albeit extremely hot, at the Charity Fete held at
Government House in July. Isabella Powis, an 8 year old with autism, sold her handmade soaps and bath fizz and raised an incredible £58. In total £246 was raised at
the event.
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Picnic on the cliffs
Everybody had a fantastic time at Floral Forest's 'Music on the Cliffs' event. The
proceeds from the afternoon were split 50/50 between Floral Forest and Autism
Guernsey. Special guest appearances from Lady Corder & the Lieutenant Governor,
Pudsey Bear & Peter Rabbit which the children loved. Many thanks to Chris
Taylor, GU10 & the Vraic Gatherers for the wonderful musical entertainment, Rob
Sweeney & his young volunteers for entertaining the children with pebble painting,
face painting and finger painting and Katie & Isabella Powis for making the Pudsey
cake which was delicious.

Il Destino
On Saturday, the 28th July, the Peninsular Hotel hosted an Italian Evening, featuring
a duo called Il Destino, with some of the proceeds going to Autism Guernsey, who
hosted a table for the event.
It was a thoroughly enjoyable evening with excellent singing from the two male
singers, augmented by two brilliant local female singers, Martine Wallbridge and
Ruby Tapp. Autism Guernsey is very grateful to the Peninsular Hotel and Maddy
Diligent in particular, for choosing our charity as the beneficiary for the evening.
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Rough Golf in Herm
Thank you so much to Arthur Leadbeater, Colin Fallaize & Bruce Wallace for raising
an amazing £2,080 by holding a Rough Golf event in Herm on 14th July in aid of
Autism Guernsey.

C.H.O.W.
A big thank to Red, Rosso, Nineteen Bar and Grill, Le Petit Bistro & Le Petit
Café, Mora Restaurant & Bar and The Hook, Guernsey for raising nearly £5,000
through their C.H.O.W. initiative. Autism Guernsey received an incredible £2472.03
and Bridge2 received the same.
Great North Run
We cannot thank Mark Addlesee enough for running the Great North Run in aid of
Autism Guernsey, alongside his daughter Sadie. He raised a fantastic £1,300.
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Health & Wellness Show
Autism Guernsey hosted a stand at the Guernsey Health & Wellness Show which is
a trade event designed for the general public to connect with healers, therapists,
practitioners and businesses offering information, trials, classes, healthy food demos
etc. During this event our stand remained busy with individuals requesting
information and strategies on autism. This also resulted in numerous new referrals
to the Charity.
Dia de los Muertos Ball
We cannot thank Nadia Newton and Claire Wakefield enough for organising this
incredible event which raised a phenomenal £25,000 for Autism Guernsey. This
large amount was raised due to the generous sponsorship of the main sponsor
Agilisys and the valued support of The Potting Shed.
Pledge cards were also completed on the night by a number of guests who pledged
to donate their time or fundraise for Autism Guernsey so the fundraising doesn't stop
here!
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Fashion Show & Auction
We had a fantastic night at the Fashion Show and raised £2,300.
We couldn’t have done it without the kind support St. Pierre Park Hotel for providing
the venue and helpful staff, The Spa at St. Pierre Park for doing the make-up at short
notice, nu-concept hair design and Josef’s for doing the hair, Alan Bull & Martyn
Elliston for taking the photos and John Fernandez for doing a fantastic job compering
and auctioneering.

Pottery Painting at Iris & Dora
A group of adults enjoyed a wonderful
afternoon at Iris & Dora painting pottery.
This provided the group with a quiet
environment to take part in a new activity
which they may not have done if it wasn’t
for the generous funding from The Partners
Group.
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Afternoon Tea at Government House
The Lieutenant Governor and Lady Corder kindly hosted an afternoon tea for adults
with autism, together with the Autism Guernsey staff. It was enjoyed by all and the
guests were delighted to meet Lady Corder who is the Charity’s patron.

London Marathon
We were extremely grateful to Ellie Griffin for raising a phenomenal £1,500 racing in
the London Marathon on behalf of Autism Guernsey.

Landmarks Quiz
The general public enjoyed taking part
in our Landmarks Quiz to raise money
for Autism Guernsey. 80 photos of
landmarks around Guernsey had to be
identified and a Sunday Lunch for two
was kindly donated by La Barbarie
Hotel as first prize.
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Swimarathon
A team from Autism Guernsey took part in the Swimarathon this year and raised
£441.
Autism Guernsey Flag Day
The Team and Board of Autism Guernsey are extremely grateful to all the volunteers
who helped us raise funds at our Annual Flag day on 31st March and to the generous
public who contributed. We raised an amazing £2,439.88.

Well Done Isabella!
Massive thanks to Isabella Powis who
had her first haircut and donated it to
the Little Princess Trust, whilst also
raising an incredible £701 for Autism
Guernsey.

Zombie Apocalypse Cocktail Challenge
Autism Guernsey held it’s annual Cocktail Challenge at Les Rocquettes Hotel. 8
teams of 5 designed their own cocktail prior to the event with a Zombie Apolcalypse
theme and sold as many as they could on the night in a 30 minute timeframe. Prizes
were awarded to the teams with the highest earning cocktail, the scariest costume
and the best tasting cocktail. Richard Harding from Island FM judged the teams and
awarded Mystery Incorporated (aka Ravenscroft) the ‘pineapple trophy’ for the
highest earning cocktail named ‘Would you do it for a Scooby snack?’. The evening
raised just over £3,000 for the charity.

Mad Hatter’s Afternoon Tea
The afternoon was a great successful and raised £1,300 for Autism Guernsey. All
the staff and many of the guests embraced the theme and dressed up as characters
from Alice in Wonderland. Four beauticians kindly donated their time to provide
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pampering sessions such as mini manicures, facials, etc. for £5 a session, and
Isabella Powis sold her home-made Christmas gifts and soaps, all in aid of the
charity.

Round Table Christmas Fayre
£276.90 was raised from the sale of second-hand toys and books at the Christmas
Fayre, held at Beau Sejour in November.

Winter Wonderland
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In December the Bachmann family
kindly allowed Autism Guernsey to
hold another autism friendly Winter
Wonderland evening for individuals
with autism and their immediate
families. This allowed individuals who
might otherwise not be able to enjoy
the amazing lights and decorations an
opportunity to do so.

Accessible Shopping Evening
On 3rd December the Guernsey Disability Alliance organised an Accessible
Shopping Evening for individuals with disabilities, including hidden disabilities such

as autism. This evening was the first of its kind in Guernsey and proved to be very
successful.
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Autism Guernsey hosted a stall in the Inner Market selling DVD’s which had been
kindly donated by one of our volunteers.

Earlybird Healthy Minds Programme
Guernsey Mind and EPIC Challenge kindly funded 3 members of staff to attend the
Earlybird Healthy Minds training in the UK and were awarded a 3 year licence to
deliver the programme in Guernsey to parents of autistic children. The six session
course for parents offer practical ideas and strategies to help their child develop
emotional resilience, thereby minimising the risk of the child experiencing mental
health problems in adolescence and adulthood. Parents are empowered with
knowedge and practical skills to better support their child’s emotional wellbeing and
understand more about the mental health issues that young people with autism may
face. Parents are encouraged to use a range of strategies to help their child develop
and maintain a positive and confident approach to daily life.

Personal Stories and Kind Words
“Thanks for all the help your team does for Autism Guernsey. I do not no what I
would have done without your Teams help. Was out with two people with asbergers
today.”
“Just wanted to thank you for the invite to the recent afternoon tea at Government
House. I really enjoyed myself and thought that the food and welcome made the
experience one to remember.”
“I amazed myself at just how I fitted in within Autscape and participated and talked to
people! I took time out when I needed to. I felt like I could be me and that whatever
that intailed it was ok, which isn’t how things normally are. I now have a lot of new
Facebook friends and groups, which still surprises me. I can’t wait to tell you all
about it.”
A client’s mother says “Without the 1:1 and what may seem to you as just a bit of
advice, XX would not be where he is now without your input.”
“The best thing about going to club is seeing XX every week.”
“I would like to thank Autism Guernsey for a lovely evening last night, it was perfect.
My son loved it as it was calm, quiet and not too busy. His gift from Santa was
perfect as well.”
“I wanted to let you know that XX lives and values Amazing Club, everyone who sets
foot in our house is shown the set of compass! The club has really offered XX an
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anchor and we really appreciate it. XX also really enjoyed Coding Club last night.
Hope you are well, I can’t imagine just how busy you are!”

Services We Provide (when funding permits)
GAP Guernsey Autism Partnership

This advice and signposting drop-in service, run in partnership with NAS Guernsey &
HSC, was launched in January 2017. The service is accessible on Thursdays
between 08.30am and 3.00pm. There is a separate website, including a services
directory. Books and other resources are available for loan. For further information
please visit the website: www.gap.org.gg

Outreach (Person Centred Service)
The Outreach Service provides direct one to one support to individuals with autism
and their families. For example, general issues relating to autism and strategies to
keep safe, maintaining relationships with family and friends, developing social skills,
managing sensory differences. It provides a holistic service that works in partnership
with other agencies to address each client’s individual needs and increase selfreliance, confidence and independence.

Socialeyes
This programme is an innovative approach to learning social skills and developing
social understanding for people on the autism spectrum. It is more suitable for
adults with Asperger’s Syndrome, however it can be adapted for
other individuals on the autism spectrum.
Autism Guernsey staff have undergone training in order to deliver
the SocialEyes programme.
The resource has been developed with people with autism and Asperger’s
Syndrome, alongside professionals in the field. The programme does not ask people
on the autism spectrum to change how they communicate or to acquire social skills
by copying the behaviour of others. Instead, it gives people the option of leaning
social interaction skills or alternative social strategies. The SocialEyes programme
focuses on eight social skills that people on the autism spectrum can have difficulty
with, including starting a conversation, eye contact, how to start and end
conversations, sensitive topics, and personal space.
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After School Clubs for Children and Young People
 My Time Play Time After School Club for Younger Children (up to school year
5).
 Amazing Club for children (school years 5-10)
 Amazing Club 2 for young people (school year 11 to age 18)
These clubs and groups provide opportunities for children and young people to make
new friends and enjoy trying different activities. Activities are based around the
interests of the children. A Creative/Art Specialist also works with the children at the
Amazing Clubs which enables them to create projects and build a relationship of
trust. The art activities are varied and interesting and include 2D and 3D media.

Interests Group
This user led group provides an opportunity for adults with autism to meet and share
interests. At the monthly meeting individuals collaboratively identify activities of
interest for the upcoming month and plan get-togethers. Activities have included
skittles, picnics and BBQs, archery, meals out, Tennerfest, and a Christmas party.

The Club With No Name
Launched in January 2017, this independent social group is
specifically designed for adults on the autism spectrum or
those with mobility difficulties who may not be interested in
sports or who might find pubs or clubs too noisy and just want
to make like-minded friends. The groups meet every other Monday from 7-9pm.
Dates and venues are announced in advance of meetings.

Coding Clubs
Following the success of the Coding Bootcamp held in 2017, an IT Consultant holds
a weekly club for young people and adults on the spectrum to continue to develop
their coding skills.
A further Coding Club for younger children will commence after half-term in
February.
Attention Autism Programme
In the autumn Kelly delivered part one of the Attention Autism training to the Speech
& Language Service and also to the Early Years Practioners. Attention Autism is a
fantastic teaching method which encourages children with autism to focus on and to
follow an adult led agenda. She will be delivering the second part of the training to
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SALT on 28th January. The course for the Early Years Practitioners has been oversubscribed so she will continue to work with them in the spring and summer.

Earlybird Healthy Minds Programme
This Programme is for parents/carers of children and young people between the
ages 5-12 years on the autism spectrum. This is an accredited course licenced by
the National Autistic Society and it seeks to help parents establish strategies and
practices that promote emotional well-being and prevent or reduce mental health
difficulties in their children and themselves. It runs for six sessions and includes
strategies that can help to build self-esteem, increase confidence, reduce anxiety
and develop resilience.

Quarterly Newsletter
We produce a quarterly newsletter which is circulated via MailChimp and is also
available on the Autism Guernsey website. If you would like to subscribe to our
newsletters you can do so here: http://www.autismguernsey.org.gg/home/newsletter/

Donations and Fundraising
Autism Guernsey receives no statutory funding, and relies on financial grants,
donations and fundraising in order to ensure the sustainability of the charity.
We are grateful to everyone who has made donations or organised fundraising
activities to support our work. We couldn’t do what we do without you!
If you would like to make a donation or help us raise funds, here are some ideas.






Monthly Lottery http://www.autismguernsey.org.gg/home/autism-guernseylottery/
Easyfundraising (online retailers) - https://www.easyfundraising.org.uk/
Giving.gg - https://giving.gg/donate/
Friends of Autism Guernsey http://www.autismguernsey.org.gg/home/friendof-autism/
Autism Guernsey Co-Op Share Number: 112597
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Looking Forward
Sleep Tight Training Course
Autism Guernsey has received funding to bring over a Sleep Tight trainer from the
UK to train professionals in the Sleep Tight programme. The course has been
produced specifically around supporting children with autism who have sleep issues
and provides comprehensive training and awareness in sleep issues, which will
enable the delegates to then deliver their own workshops directly to families within
the Island.
Once the Autism Guernsey staff have been trained, they will commence holding their
own workshops for parents with children on the autism spectrum.
Cognitive Behaviour Therapy (CBT)
Following receipt of grants for both children and adults, Autism Guernsey will be
delivering the CBT programme using a self-help manual ‘Exploring Depression &
Beating the Blues’ written in ‘Aspergerese’ by two clinicians. The programme
includes a range of activities for the creation of a positive and resilient self-identity
and offers a new perspective on how individuals perceive and think about
themselves and their experiences. The information provided helps individuals with
autism better understand their depression and, more importantly, teaches them skills
and strategies that they can use to manage anxiety and depression throughout their
life.
Social Interaction (Craft) Group
A Craft Group for young people and adults will be held every Sunday. This group
not only provides an enjoyable activity, but also provides a quiet and safe
environment for individuals with autism to socialise if they wish. This group reduces
social isolation for those individuals who may feel alone during the weekends.
Girls Social Group
This group will be for autistic teenage girls to meet up once a week to socialise in a
quiet and friendly environment.
Prudential RideLondon
We were delighted to have secured a Golden Ballot for 3 riders for 2019 and 2020 to
raise money for Autism Guernsey. The places for 2019 have been allocated and the
riders are training hard for the event.
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Sports Activities Programme for Under 25’s
Many children and young people on the autism spectrum miss out on the benefits of
physical activities such as sports clubs due to heightened fear and anxiety in social
situations, sensory challenges and differences with understanding body language
and metaphor. Funding has been granted by Rothschild to for children and young
people under the age of 25 to enjoy physical activities with ‘autism-friendly’
instructors. These will include wall climbing, archery and gym sessions and have
proved to be extremely successful. More activities will be included during the year.
Lecture Lunch
Autism Guernsey has a lecture lunch where Baroness Pitkeathley will discuss with
local politicians, statutory services and other third sectors how local Government and
the Island’s voluntary sector can best work together. Baroness Pitkeathley instigated
The Autism Act 2009 which was the first ever disability-specific law in England.

Autism Guernsey
First Floor (East), Island House
La Grande Rue
St. Martin’s
Guernsey
GY4 6RU
Tel: 01481 232879
Email: office@autismguernsey.org.gg
Website: www.autismguernsey.org.gg
Our Patron is Lady Kathryn Corder
Registered Charity No: CH419
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Profit & Loss
Autism Guernsey LBG
For the 12 months ended 31 December 2018
Dec-18

Dec-17

Income
Total Activities for generating funds:

£53,343.24

£33,072.04

£231,348.60

£219,791.44

£284,691.84

£252,863.48

Total For charitable activities:

£217,510.13

£207,364.94

Total For generation of funds:

£5,298.75

£6,554.92

Total Governance costs:

£1,500.00

£442.24

£224,308.88

£214,362.10

£60,382.96

£38,501.38

Total Voluntarily generated funds:
Total Income
Less Operating Expenses

Total Operating Expenses
Net Profit
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